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ous, dirty, and exasperating. For the 
1tored, the tricks of the trade are only 
1ed once each trick has been played. 
ng to logic at first too simple to be 
gnized, things often require doing 
e. And throughout is the abiding fear
despite a man's best efforts, the pro
will fail anyway, leaving him humili

' and even worse, without anyone to 
ne for his failure but himself - an 
1shionable circumstance in this liti-
1s age. So much easier on the ego to 
1 professional. 
t all seems so easy on "This Old 
1se," from which the pious observer 
1.s to confront the real challenges of
:: geometry problems, design issues,
materials choices. Somewhere in the
lcground saws buzz off just those
nks of wood they are supposed to,
tmerblows strike each nail squarely,
sheets of drywall are trimmed pre
:Y to join on screen like Lego bricks
>ping perfectly together, whereupon
t-levels confirm perfect trueness.
fo bent nails, miscut boards, or
,bbing digits make it to the screen,
for good reason: The professionals
he show rarely miscue. Such consis
y depends in no small way upon hav
the right tools. He who lives by his
ls can afford only the very best. A
hanic relies on his Snap-On wrench's
ty slenderness to reach the enigmati

T placed bolt, on its close fit to not
1d off the bolthead's precious hexag-
1 corners, and on its incomparable
ing �ot to break under all the force he
apply to it. The carpenter counts on
:.stwing hammer's thick grip not to
;ue his hand after a day of pounding
;, and depends on its balance, requir
ust two strikes to drive the nail home
a firm tap to bring it flush, where
a the precision-ground face leaves the
::iunding wood undamaged.
:ur eYer fewer people care about such
gs. vVhile they han been refined,
s haYe not changed much since the
hammering rock struck the first

osable thumb. \\'hat is changing is
.kind's sense of accomplishment or
Lng up to watch all of a "Star Trek"
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marathon, or moving mountains of 
microchipped dollars from one computer 
to another. Future anthropologists will 
puzzle over the tool kit of late-twentieth
century man. "What good," they will 
wonder, was the little plastic card? ''What 
could he make with it? 

GAWAIN AT FENWAY 

We sigh to see his mighty clout 

Go smash against the looming wall. 

Virtue is not enough. The ball 

Caroms into the final out. 

All summer long, monstrous, green, 

The wall will prove that purity, 

Grace, teamwork, discipline -

Nothing perfects the game, save pity. 

They say: this park is paradise; 

Time is redeemed in summer)s game. 

Only the wall will make him wise, 

Only our love recall his name. 

J 
S\ACK FOR SUCCESS 

apanese toilet technology may be 
one of the wonders of modern 
Japan, as lately reported here. But it 

can't help explain the Japanese code for 
success. I think I can: vending machines. 

In the US, a visit to the vending 
machine occasions a break from work, a 
moment's repose. In Japan, however, a 
100-yen coin (roughly 70 cents) buys an
array of high-powered refreshments
promising even the longest day a good
shot in the arm. Witness the Die Hard:
"Containing calcium and iron, the Die
Hard energizes your body and soul."
This slogan for a popular soft drink epit
omizes the gung-ho marketing of
Japan's super snacks, with the Cheerio
company, makers of Die Hard, leading
the way. Cheerio also produces Life
guard, a "bionic drink" in a distinctive,
green-camouflage can, and Desert
Storm, "the new carbonated beverage
for active people with fighting spirit,"
which sports the more current desert
camouflage motif.

For those who don't have time for 
bubbly soft drinks but still want a quick 
energy boost, there's Argine Young, 
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